
 
 
 
 

Sacred Heart –Grosse Ile 
Finance Committee meeting Minutes 

July 12, 2021 

12/29/21 

 
 
Attendance                                    Absent 
Fr. Marc Gawronski            Gregg Zuccker                               Dennis O”Brien 
Ken Juip           Sue Beidlingmaier           
Gary Latendresse                Mark Gilroy  
 
            
Background 

• Last week at a chance meeting off site, Mark and Gary had a discussion about Sacred Heart 
pursuing the filing for the Covid related Employee Retention Credit (ERC) program. Mark 
and his firm have been monitoring this government program and in view of the latest new 
rules recommended we make a determination as to its potential to help Sacred Heart and  
our Family of Parishes (FOP).  

• That chance meeting then resulted in contact being made with Ken and a consulting 
company named Alliantgroup via a Zoom meeting. Alliantgroup has a good history with 
Mark’s firm and they specialize in helping clients with programs such as this. 

• Questions arose and there was a flurry of emails that now included Sue who was also 
aware of this program through Sacred Heart’s payroll processor, Paycor. 

• Ken, Gary and Mark then met with Sue at 1:00PM to discuss this opportunity. 
• It was agreed that the next step would be to meet with Fr. Marc to update and inform him 

of this opportunity. He agreed to meet at approximately 2:00PM and Gregg Zuccker also 
was available and joined the meeting at the rectory. 

 
Rectory Meeting 

• Mark Gilroy took the lead and briefed Fr. Marc and Gregg of the discussions held 
previously and then explained that the favored approach was to retain Alliantgroup to 
investigate Sacred Heart’s potential. Mark explained that Alliant would provide an 
engagement letter for Fr. Marc’s approval and then they would form a team to probe 
Sacred Heart’s situation and determine if in fact there was potential. If they concluded 
there was no potential, there would be no charge for their services. If there was in fact 
potential and a cash refund to Sacred Heart, Alliantgroup would retain up to 25% of the 
funds made available to Sacred Heart via the ERC program. 

• Mark and the group also discussed the potential for this effort for our FOP. Fr. Marc was 
supportive and asked Sue to take the lead and to bring in advise St. Cyprian’s controller 
and the AOD of this effort. 

• Ken’s notes are attached which will help all understand the size of our potential credit and 
the critical factors involed. 

• Mark agreed to alert Alliantgroup to send us an engagement letter. 
• Fr. Marc thanked the group for pro-actively looking out for the best interests of Sacred 

Heart and our FOP> 
• The meeting was then adjourned. 

 
Gary P. Latendresse 
Secretary 
 
Attachment 


